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Have you ever gotten a grease stain or a oil stain on your clothes that no matter how
many times you wash them, they justnot come out? Every time I cook bacon, I seem to
get some sort of oil or grease stain on my shirt or pants, or I will just get a stain from
just about anything.
If I am working on my car, I always seem to get stains when I am wearing clothes that I
never inteded to get stained, but when I am wearing old clothes that I dont care about
they always seem to be pristine.
Grilling stuff or when I am making ranch dressing especially for pizza's, I seem to get
stains from stuff dripping onto my shirts.
Here is a extremely easy way to remove the stubborn stains without having to go out
to the store and buy some sort of new stain stick that sometimes does not work, and
you probably have everything that you need to remove the stain anyways.

I use liquid dish soap and a old toothbrush.
Simply put some liquid dish soap on the stain and use the toothbrush to work it in, then
put the clothing aside for 5 or 6 days then wash it. If by some chance the stain does
not come out, try it one more time by working in the dish soap then letting it sit for a
week. If by the 2nd time it does not come out, then the chance of it coming out might
be fairly slim. You can try it more times if you want, but so far I have not had the need
to do this more than 2 or 3 times (for extremely stubborn stains)
Below is a video of what I do.
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